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Abstract
This paper explores how writers of online diaries, or weblogs, about public affairs negotiate their relationship with the genres and social position of news journalism. Although often labelled radical journalists, this paper finds, through interviews with seven webloggers, that such writers orient themselves in complex ways towards news journalism, at times drawing upon its modes of knowledge, at times setting themselves in opposition to it and at times seeking to cross discursive spaces. The paper concludes that, rather than emerging as a new public communicative form or genre emerging in relation to journalism, the distinctiveness of the form is in its generic heterogeneity and activity in traversing the boundaries of news and other institutional discourses.
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Negotiating Claims to Journalism: Webloggers’ Orientation to News Genres
1. Introduction
In this paper, I set out to record the challenge to the idea of journalism made by webloggers, or ‘bloggers’ who write on public affairs. The result, however, has been something rather equivocal. In searching for the stirrings of radical change and opening up of alternative spaces through new media forms, I suggest below that we are more likely to find that forms such as the weblog are places of ‘in-between’, interstitial moments that resist definition and that must negotiate their relationship towards powerful cultural practices such as journalism. Terms such as ‘journalism’ or even ‘journal’ therefore miss the target. We should be cautious about assuming webloggers inhabit the role of journalist and should instead emphasise their complex and varied self-positionings. Thus, it is precisely weblogging’s generic heterogeneity, as I will frame the phenomenon, which gives these textual practices their potential to make distinctive interventions in public communication.

Weblogs, first given that name around 1998 (Blood 2000), can be characterised as online diaries. They are webpages comprised of date-marked postings organised from the most recent down. They tend to be written by individuals or small groups, usually combining hyperlinks and commentary upon those links, and conventions are apparent of a high degree of informality and critical commentary. Since 1998, as free software has emerged to automate their construction and dissemination, they have grown quickly in popularity among Internet users.​[1]​ A minority—although it is a large minority—of weblogs deal to some extent with issues of a public nature, often quoting and commenting upon the stories on major broadcasters’ and newspapers’ websites.​[2]​ This paper focuses upon such sites, which we might for practical reasons call ‘news weblogs’, although as we will see such genre categorisations are problematic. The paper then begins with an emphasis on the relationship of such weblogs to news practices and topics, rather than their relationship to their writers’ everyday lives or to cyberculture (Herring 2004). The interviews discussed below were conducted in late 2002.

News weblogs have been of interest to many media critics for the way they might rejuvenate a journalism which appears to lacks the energy for radical debate or for holding the powerful to account. It is certainly the case that, since ‘war blogs’ arose in the polarised political climate after the September 11 World Trade Center bombings in 2001 and the American-led invasion of Iraq (Allan and Matheson 2003, Allan forthcoming), they have rapidly risen to a position of some prominence in public affairs. A number of critics have argued that the reflections on life in a besieged city by the ‘Baghdad blogger’, Salam Pax, for example, shone a spotlight on the inadequacy of news produced by ‘crowds of well-resourced international journalists sitting in the air-conditioned comfort of five star hotels.’ (Dodge 2003, cited in Allan forthcoming). Others have credited weblogs with publicising the plight, and therefore contributing to the release from custody, of the Iranian activist Sina Motallebi (Glaser 2004), with uncovering new material on American President George W. Bush’s disputed war service (Packer 2004), or with providing reporters with fresh evidence on racist comments by US Senate majority leader Trent Lott (who subsequently resigned) (Schactman 2002).

The technology of weblogs turns readers of the news into writers, consumers into commentators. The social conventions about who can call themselves journalists and what counts as journalism are therefore seen to be up for renegotiation under the challenge from one-person journals. Some webloggers themselves have suggested that weblogs will rapidly become more authoritative online news sources than newspapers (Winer 2002) or more powerful networks of newsgathering and analysis (Hiler 2001). Some scholars see weblogs as able to reconfigure politics around people’s everyday lives, increasing ‘the realm of freedom, community, and empowerment’ (Kahn and Kellner n.d.). There are problems with such claims, however. As Carey observes, the language of radical social change and of radical break with the past often accompanies new media forms (Carey 1989: 115). Quinn and Trench note a tendency among observers of online journalism to confuse the difference between the hope for change in media practices and actual change (Quinn and Trench 2002). Thus Silverstone (1999), among others, invites us to critique the ‘new’ in new media by studying how far new forms remain configured with what has gone before and remain situated within the social contexts of their predecessors.

The paper’s argument is three-fold. Firstly, the interviews with a range of news webloggers suggest these writers are oriented towards news genres, using journalistic understandings of such matters as newsworthiness and audience to negotiate the writing and drawing on texts published on news organisation websites for the material they link to and comment on. Respondent B’s comment is typical:
I don’t see weblogging as parasitical to journalism but it certainly feeds off a lot of it. A lot of the material that I use I have to go to journalists first. (B)
All of the writers interviewed here made similar comments about the dominant position of the news in public affairs. The institutional power of news journalism to be the arbiter of ‘what happens’ in society and the site of politics (see, for example, Chalaby, 1998, Zelizer 1993) organises their thinking about their own writing.

But secondly the webloggers consistently, as this speaker does, construct a gap between what they do and what paid, institutionally located journalists do. Weblogging appears here as neither derivative of nor independent of news practice, not falling easily into categories either of radical journalism or of individual responses to public affairs. Indeed, the writers are conscious of the boundaries they are negotiating between private and public, personal and institutional, and seek to manage those boundaries in a number of ways.

Thirdly, therefore, we should be careful not to conflate differences in online writing practices, placing weblogging somewhere short of the news on a journalistic continuum. Many of the writers here are active in mixing genres, drawing on a range of generic identities to make sense of weblogging. The ‘generic heterogeneity’ (Fairclough 1995) discussed below is perhaps in part related to the youth of weblogging, and thus to the process of the emergence of a new set of genres. However, the articulacy and self-awareness in their ‘blogging’ of these writers suggests that more conscious strategies are at work. I would follow Lemke (2003) in describing such writing as active ‘traversals’ of the rigid and ever-encroaching domains of our lives as employees and consumers. These texts are neither inside nor outside such domains but make their meaning across them.
2. Theoretical position
The paper begins from two theoretical positions to conceptualise webloggers and journalism. Firstly, following theorists of identity in contemporary culture (Gergen, 1991, Butler, 1990) as well as a longer tradition of phenomenological sociology, it interprets people’s actions as active constructions of the self, which display reflexivity and are accountable within their social context. In other words, such actions are seen as much more than epiphenomena of social structures. They can therefore be analysed by studying the ways the actors reflect on and account for their actions in interviews. Secondly, it takes a discourse analytic interest in the textual resources which people draw on to do such social work, theorising these resources in terms of genre.

Phenomenological sociology understands the social by people’s orientation towards it, rather than as an external force. In this view, abstract social categories and practices exist to the extent that they are called upon by people for particular interactional purposes. At the same time the social has a materiality for each person, that is, it exists outside that individual, and therefore significantly constrains agency. Gubrium and Holstein (1995) talk of ‘the resources used for self construction’, which are available to an individual in social interaction:
While the construction of selves is interactionally artful (Garfinkel 1967), it is structured in relation to local interpretive conventions and resources. This sense of structure is not nearly so determinant as the conception typically offered by conventional sociological approaches. Instead, it suggests a social conditioning of the possibilities for how interpretation, including self-construction, is carried out (Foucault 1977). The circumstantial availability and conventionality of resources for constructing agency provide familiar ways of structuring experience but do not dictate particular interpretive by-products. In the course of everyday life, individuals adroitly construct selves using locally available and meaningful materials shaped to the specifications and demands of the interpretative task at hand (Gubrium and Holstein 1995: 556-7).
So, to use one of Gubrium and Holstein’s examples, the act of stating what you are not can be viewed as an act of interpretive juxtaposition which contributes to the sense of self. Selfhood is a performance (Butler, 1990) which is always partially indeterminate, always locally negotiated, but also always dependent on locally available interpretive resources.

Genre describes one major set of such interpretive resources (see Miller 1984, Swales 1990, Freedman and Medway 1994). Defining the genres available to language users, whether we are talking of job applications, recipes or newspaper news stories, allows us to analyse actors’ orientation to socially available forms, to particular moves, to the purposes of writing, to reader expectations and to forms of knowledge. A genre is ‘a socially ratified way of using language in connection with a particular type of social activity’ (Fairclough, 1995: 14). Key to this way of thinking is the notion that orientation to genre is much more than the selection of modes to communicate prior thoughts. As Miller (1984) puts it, ‘What we learn when we learn a genre is not just a pattern of forms…[but] more importantly what ends we may have.’ (165). Genre thus provides an important site for the negotiation of identity, purpose and self-understanding of individuals. It also provides a way to understand some of the dynamics of social groups. Swales (1990) emphasises the extent to which these genre resources are formed and validated within ‘discourse communities’, groups whose communicative practices are focused upon particular endeavours:
Discourse communities are sociorhetorical networks that form in order to work towards sets of common goals. One of the characteristics that established members of these discourse communities possess is familiarity with the particular genres that are used in the communicative furtherance of those sets of goals. (Swales, 1990: 9)
Genre thus embodies the agreement within communities upon which rich and meaningful communication and social action more generally are predicated. It provides critics with a tool to study how and why people are performing the communicative acts they are doing, and provides social actors with the ends and the means to talk.

The combination of these two emphases—on individuals’ agency in negotiating social forces and resources and on the orientation to particular genres as participation in particular social contexts—provides a theoretical framework within which to examine the interview material from webloggers gathered in this study. It allows us to describe the interactional artfulness (Garfinkel 1967) of individual webloggers in their communicative endeavours. Yet it also emphasises the resources that these writers are able to draw on, and the social contexts in which they are thereby placed. As a result, the news and journalism are discussed here less in terms of their institutions or epistemology than in terms of the interviewees’ relations towards and representations of them in the interview discourse. Terms such as ‘journalism’ are used not just to describe a set of practices with widely agreed parameters in western society but also as ‘members’ categorisation terms’ (Sacks 1992), that is, as part of the speakers’ repertoires, with the aim of investigating how far the speakers orient towards it or place themselves at a remove from it.

The paper concludes by placing the practices of these individual contributions to public communication within the context of wider changes to the social envisaged by Castells. Castells argues that the negotiations of social actors within global networks of information and power, around the identities which these actors construct, place them in positions of some power. As Nash writes,
What Castells wants to stress is that because the ‘social morphology” of the Information Age is networks organised around information flows, there is an unprecedented fluidity and flexibility in social arrangements. He sees the relative fixity of information flows as secured by identity, which constructs interests, values and projects. (Nash 2001: 87)
The webloggers’ attitudes towards news journalism therefore allow us to explore some of the textual practice of what Castells calls informationalism.

The material below is organised, following a brief methodological discussion, around two themes: the webloggers’ construction of the self with respect to journalism, and their sense of audience. These themes are borrowed from Bregman and Haythornthwaite’s (2003) work on the genre of online chat rooms, which is in turn based on Frye’s (1957) notion that radical—or root—relationships between creator and audience lie at the heart of genre. Bregman and Haythornthwaite identify three ‘radical concerns of presentation’ in novice users’ concerns about ‘how to behave’ in chat rooms: the means, methods and opportunities for self-presentation in posting to the group, the range and identity of the audience, and the negotiation of the co-presence of others in a chat room. Concerns about these issues typify, they argue, the genres which emerge in chat rooms and similar contexts. Their list provides a useful rubric, although co-presence is clearly going to be less prominent a theme for writers of weblogs, whose interaction with others is rarely synchronous.
3. Methodology
Semi-structured interviews were chosen as the most suitable method to gather material, given the paper’s interest in the webloggers’ self-conception with respect to journalism. Emails were sent in late 2002 to the addresses provided on 12 weblogs written from within the UK, asking for interviews. The weblogs were selected from prominent lists of news-related weblogs​[3]​ according to what one might call a purposive sampling strategy (Patton 1990), on four main criteria:
1)	that a range of weblogs was gathered, and hence the initial selection included four written by journalists within news organisations, three by journalists writing in a personal capacity and five by non-journalists who wrote frequently about public issues;
2)	that they were established, contained substantial postings and were regularly updated;
3)	that they exhibited, at least some of the time, enough adherence to standards of speaking from a position of public concern rather than private interest, of valuing measured discussion and of engaging with the ideas of others for them to be broadly labelled as participating in public debate;
4)	that they were written from within the UK, so that interviews could be conducted by the author in person, although one weblogger from the Netherlands was included because he fitted the other criteria well.
Two of those contacted did not reply, both journalists writing their weblogs within broadcast organisations. Three respondents, one a journalist writing for an organisation and one a journalist writing in his own time, did not complete the interviews. Seven interviews were therefore conducted between September and December 2002.

The paper thus restricts its focus to a selection of news-related weblogs, asking how different webloggers are responding to news genres, largely within the UK context. I was unsuccessful in obtaining interviews with more than one weblogger working within a news organisation, and further research is planned there. The range of interviewees is limited, and therefore no attempt it made here to make generalisations about weblogging in general.

All the respondents were provided with the same list of questions (see Appendix), and all the interviews dealt with this range of topics, within a flexible format. Two methodological issues arise here, one to do with the interview context and one to do with the questions. Firstly, four interviewees expressed a preference to be interviewed by email, while three were able to give the time for face-to-face interviews. Mann and Stewart (2000) point out that these quite different interview contexts may not provide equivalent material, citing some researchers who see asynchronous email interviews as better suited to thoughtful reflection and others who see email as a thin medium with less exploration of aspects such as ambiguity and emotion and none of the paralinguistic cues of face-to-face situations (Mann and Stewart 2000: 25, 127, 195; Walther 1992: 57). Within this study, the writers’ large personal stake in online communication and their online writing skills perhaps countervailed any thinness to email interviewing.​[4]​ 

The second constraint upon interpretation lies in the nature of the questions. These focused predominantly upon weblogging’s relationship to journalism and invited little reflection upon weblogging’s relationship with, for example, discussion boards or political activism or conversation. In a slightly different context, that of Japanese web diaries, Kawaura et al (1998) found that only a quarter of their 377 respondents saw their diaries as designed to ‘offer the information I pick up to others’, a purpose we might see as broadly journalistic, and argued that online diaries, like traditional diaries, differ in substance from each other (238). An awareness that the genre was likely to be relatively open to use in different ways led me to give the interviews a flexible format. Nevertheless, a number of participants resisted the assumptions in some of the questions, respondent A ending the (face-to-face) interview by saying, when asked if he wished to add anything:
Not really, I just think it shouldn’t be made to be more than it is. I mean it’s a format and different people use it for all kinds of different things. So some people are more or less keeping public-personal diaries and other people are, I guess I think of Brad DeLong as a bit like this, that what he’s doing is effectively keeping an enormous commented database of material which he can then go back to. That’s an interesting aspect of blogging for some people and this functions for me to some extent as well. (A)
Thus, while these webloggers were all chosen because of their orientation to public topics, interpretation of their responses has to be aware of the extent to which they were asked to engage with representations of their practice which are only part of how they think of it.

The interviews were conducted on a confidential basis, apart from that with the GuardianUnlimited weblog editor, Chris Alden. A brief amount of contextual information about each correspondent is, however, provided.

Respondent A, a university lecturer, has kept a personal weblog actively since March 2002, having first been attracted as a reader to the American weblog ‘Instapundit’ and the New Zealand/American web site ‘Arts and Letters Daily’. The weblog’s main interest is in connecting philosophy and public issues. At time of writing, he had moved most of his energies to a group weblog.

Respondent B, a corporate communication consultant, started his weblog focused specifically on Northern Ireland politics and culture in June 2002. He regards the site, written from his home in England, as the start of a longer-term project on Northern Ireland since the start of the peace process there.

Respondent C has run her libertarian weblog since October 2001, which she sees as, in a small way, a corrective to left-wing ideology in the British news media. She also contributes to two group weblogs.

Respondent D works as a foreign correspondent and part-time as a university researcher. He started his weblog in June 2001 and describes his site as a ‘brainstorming ground’ to experiment in journalistic and more academic writing, bringing his political and social commitments and personal reflection to bear on news issues.

Respondent E is a science fiction fanzine writer who has kept a weblog, usually about media and politics, since November 2001. She writes from the motivation that ‘[public] discourse still needed to be broader’, and regards the weblog as an extension of her 25 year experience in fanzines.

Respondent F is an internet consultant and IT journalist. An early adopter of email in the 1980s, he started his weblog early in 2000, as, he says, an alternative to constantly emailing his friends with the information he had gathered on the web. He now also sees it as valuable in increasing his professional profile as a self-employed consultant.

The final respondent was Chris Alden, who was at the time of the interview editor of the ‘GuardianUnlimited’ weblog, the earliest news organisation weblog that the author is aware of in Britain. The weblog started in 2000, initially writing about the media industry, a year after the very successful GuardianUnlimited network of web sites was launched.​[5]​ Alden says it soon took the form of a non-by-lined ‘pick of noteworthy reads online’. The weblog now features by-lines.
4. Discussion
4.1. Self-presentation of the weblogger
Although weblogging has been claimed by critics as a radical form of journalism, the writers examined here exhibit a more complex relationship to the idea of performing the role of journalist. Nearly all write with the aim of contributing to public debate, yet only Alden, the editor of the Guardian weblog, appears straightforwardly comfortable with the label of journalist. The other webloggers adopt strategies to position themselves alongside that category, either drawing on the journalistic but seeking to draw back from the expectations and limitations which that word implies, or radically appropriating the title of journalist and seeking to redefine its parameters. All, however, draw upon modes of thinking associated with institutional news practices to make sense of their writing on public affairs. To understand the complexity of the relationship between weblogging and news practice, we first need some sense of how and where these webloggers make use of the journalistic. 
4.1.1. The news as a site of publicness
The motivations of most of the respondents show affinities with commonly articulated motivations of news journalism to provide ‘the information and opinion upon which successful democratic societies depend’ (Hargreaves 2003: 25), to revitalise public life (Merritt 1999: 368) or challenge those in power (Pilger 1998: 15). Respondent B, for example, talks of his site as contributing to improved dialogue on the Northern Ireland peace process by providing ‘a narrative space in which lots of apparently conflicting voices can tell their side of the story’. The weblogs also make sense to their writers partly in terms of the effect they have upon high profile reporters and columnists and upon public debate in general. Respondent E writes that:
I very much hope that occasionally people like, say, Gene Lyons or Eric Alterman—or, hey, maybe even David Broder!—will either look at my page or get a letter from someone else who's seen it (or maybe get pulled to the side somewhere and have an idea from my weblog mentioned to them), and that by some form of osmosis my perspective, my insights, will be drawn into the larger discourse. (E)
These are public communicative acts and also seek a measure of public recognition and power by inhabiting similar discursive space to those filled by public figures such as Washington Post national political correspondent David Broder.

The respondents often draw upon terms and modes of understanding associated with news practice to talk about the way their writing operates in a public space. Respondent C writes of ‘having dug myself into various stories’. Respondent B speaks of his ‘editorial choices’ and of Northern Ireland being ‘an interesting place to report on’. Some of this choice of language is perhaps in response to the research questions, and some is phrased as analogy. Respondent F, for example, a journalist himself, writes on the one hand of his weblog’s links to web sites which interest him as his ‘news-gathering’. On the other hand, he distances his weblogging from news reporting by using scare quotes in his emails when discussing the ‘“news agendas”’ of weblogs and of how bloggers will use a link as a ‘“hook”’ for their own opinions. Nevertheless, the resources of journalistic genres are always close to hand to discuss these webloggers’ choices of material and position with respect to that writing. The way these writers discuss how they participate in publicness shares much with the Guardian’s weblogger, Alden, differing largely in the frequency with which a news vocabulary of ‘finding stories’, the ‘news agenda’, ‘features or news analysis’ and similar terms, is drawn on. If we accept that the discourses which social actors call upon to make sense of and give reasons for their actions can be taken as indicators of some of the norms against which they are, in everyday and often subconscious ways, monitoring their own behaviour (Barker and Galasinski 2001: 38), then these news webloggers are at least in part operating within news genres.

This is as one might expect, given the bracketing together of journalism and weblogging in much enthusiastic commentary about weblogs, particularly by prominent and powerful webloggers such as Ken Layne, Andrew Sullivan and Glenn Reynolds. Regarding weblogging as participating in journalism has some legitimacy, whether in a monitoring or fact-checking role—‘It's 2001, and we can Fact Check your ass’ (Layne, 2001)—or by displacing the usual elite sources of news in favour of networks of informed citizens (Sullivan, 2002). It is therefore noteworthy that there is a clear desire among many of the webloggers to be something different to news reporters, to place, as respondent F does with his scare quotes, some distance between that institutional position and their identities.
4.1.2. The ambivalent claim to being a journalist
Four of the seven respondents were ambivalent about, sometimes antagonistic to, the idea of weblogging as journalism. Indeed, while they recognise parallels with journalism they at other times talk of journalism as synonymous with working inside news organisations. In a typical instance, when asked whether the idea of weblogs as journalism made sense to him, respondent A said: ‘Well, I’m trying to think of who blogs and is a journalist.’ At the same time as drawing upon the news genre in talking about their practices, they construct identities for themselves which lessen the claim to be inhabiting a similar space to news reporters. They do so using a number of strategies of self-presentation: all constructed their writing as performances through personae, some claimed to inhabit other socio-rhetorical spaces and some emphasised a private as well as a public purpose to their weblogs.

Many of the weblogs are written pseudonymously, although often with the author’s email address displayed. They stand therefore as performances, which readers are expected to recognise as not identical with the ‘real world’ individuals writing them. As scholars have noted (e.g. Jaffe et al. 1995) such a strategy provides a space in which the self is less at risk in the exploration of identities online, although at the same time there is no sense of the author hiding behind the persona. The weblog persona limits the vulnerability of the writer—the personal stake—in the claim to public importance that launching a weblog on public affairs involves. Respondent F writes of his weblog as ‘a highly edited picture of who I am’, and respondent B of his weblog’s title providing ‘a dramatic setting for the piece’ as well as his ‘dramatic role’ in it.

We can attribute some of this distancing to general social restrictions on self-promotion. Thus respondent A talks about the ‘embarrassment factor’ which kept him from writing his weblog for four months after he set it up. There are also particular problems associated with self-presentation online (Bregman and Haythornthwaite 2003, Wynn and Katz 1997). But laying claim to public space may imply also a claim to share the considerable institutional power which the news has as ‘the sense-making practice of modernity’ (Hartley 1996: 32). Such a claim can only be made with some careful and reticent positioning of the self, so as not to attract accusations of being a self-important busybody or ill-informed crank, terms which are often attached to those such as writers of letters to the editor who try to inhabit such a space (cf. Wahl-Jorgensen 2002). The alternative, as we will see in the following section, appears to be a defiant embracing of characterisation of such writing as ‘rants’.

As well as participating in this space pseudonymously, these four webloggers tend also to talk about their writing as inhabiting different socio-rhetorical spaces to news journalism, either crossing boundaries between journalism and other forms or inhabiting a space to the side. Respondent D is most explicit here in claiming the weblog as not journalism. For this working reporter, his weblog is a place of experimentation with subjective modes of writing, with more politically engaged work and with reflection on the news, all outside the norms and daily routines of the job:
Doing this is public forces me to be serious about it. Doing this on my own weblog gives me the chance to experiment in the ways I want. It clearly functions as a brainstorming ground for my journalistic and academic work. (D)
The value of the weblog for him is therefore two-fold—it is publicly accountable in similar ways to journalism and it is also a less restricted space, one of experimentation and brainstorming. Indeed, throughout the email interview, he consistently resists categorisation. When asked, ‘Does it make sense to you to call a weblog a form of journalism?’ he wrote:
I don't think it is possible to answer this question, because both concepts ‘weblog’ and ‘journalism’ are not clearly defined. When you define journalism as the act of spreading information through media, then weblogging is journalism. But then lecturing and letterwriting are also forms of journalism. (D)
Instead it makes more sense to him to see the weblog in two ways: as a way of writing that ‘can move freely’ between art, activism and journalism, and as what he calls ‘meta-journalism’, that is, the kind of reflexive space where the journalistic self can be renegotiated. Deborah Branscum, a freelance American journalist who keeps a weblog, writes similarly of the ‘creative freedom’ she finds there—a phrase that sets a decided contrast with news practice—and the pleasure of writing outside the mediation of the news institution (interviewed in Lasica 2001).

Respondents B and F similarly seek to place themselves on the edge of genres. While the role of journalist provides a partial model for respondent B’s aim to bring together a multiplicity of perspectives through his links, he says that he does not see weblogging as journalism. Respondent F talks of his site as ‘quite different’ to most other weblogs, and both B and F appear most comfortable when inhabiting no category but drawing on a number. We can trace such genre-mixing in casual phrasing as well. Respondent F writes: ‘I like sharing my own news-gathering about the world’, combining personal and interpersonal language with the journalistic. The weblog seems to make sense partly as a space of play, of in-between.

These same respondents tend also to turn to ideas of the weblog as a commented database or research archive. As a ‘brainstorming ground’ (D), the weblog is a place of publicly available reflection, a space that therefore tends to sit outside established genres. As noted above, respondent A finds the weblog useful as a ‘commented database’: ‘You’re writing up stuff that you come across and commenting on it and it’s kind of there and accessible to you when you maybe want to write something later’ (A). Respondent B seeks to use his weblog as a ‘research tool’, part of a larger project on Northern Ireland which he hopes will involve sociological fieldwork. The personal value of the web site is foregrounded, at the same time as its availability to a wider public is recognised, pulling the weblog back from any journalistic conception of publicness into a hybrid space of public-private.
4.1.3. Appropriating the journalistic
Three of the webloggers adopt a contrasting strategy of self-presentation, actively claiming the label of journalist. They do so with contradictory purposes, however. Two of the respondents claim the label in a radical appropriation of the journalistic for marginalised voices. By doing so, they can lay claim to membership of the weblogging community, where such claims are both commonly made and commonly accepted. The Guardian’s Alden also draws upon such discourses, but to a much lesser extent, and seeks by contrast to close the gap between weblogging and news institutions.

Using similar language, respondents C and E appropriate the label of journalist in order to open up a distinction between the role of doing journalism and the role of those employed by news organisations. For both C and E, the weblog is a political intervention in the mediasphere, keeping journalists honest and adding fresh voices and approaches to the news media. So while respondent C uses ‘journalist’ as a shorthand to describe people employed within news organisations, she also defines what she does, when asked, as journalism:
Yes, although we must go back to the pamphleteers of the seventeenth century to find another example of such a ferment of avowedly non-objective comment. (C)
Unlike the ‘ambivalent journalist’ webloggers above, these writers do not respond to the monopolisation of the idea of journalism by news institutions by seeking identities on the edge of that space. Instead they rhetorically—and a little tongue in cheek—confront the marginalisation of the views they hold by those institutions, one calling her weblog a ‘rant’ and the other the result of an ‘excess of spleen’, and both challenging the position of news professionals. Thus respondent E argues that webloggers are often better political journalists. When asked if her weblog is journalism, she writes:
Sure, why not? I think a lot of political webloggers feel that we are doing the political analysis that _should_ be in the mass media but is not. Quite a few webloggers are showing higher journalistic standards than are found among professional journalists in the mass media today. Some of us are professionals who feel we have been prevented from doing our jobs in ‘real’ media and have no choice but to do it elsewhere. To a lot of us, the ‘professionals’ who are being paid by big media are rank amateurs who lack any journalistic standards at all. (E)
Thus their claim in appropriating the label of journalist is not that they are similar to such ‘professionals’. These writers are using journalism to actively construct their own identities, placing themselves as alternatives to a corrupted mainstream. Indeed a tension is evident between their desire to have their marginalised voices heard and the recognition—as respondent E implies in her hope, quoted above, to be ‘drawn into the larger discourse’—that their strident contestation of norms of publicness places them as radical and therefore marginal voices. This tension reflects a tension in the orientation of the webloggers to online communities as well as to wider public spaces, to which we return shortly.

The GuardianUnlimited weblog editor Chris Alden follows these writers to an extent by defining all weblogging that deals with topical issues as ‘undoubtedly journalism’:
I actually have expressed the view before that blogging is journalism, full stop, even if the subject matter is yourself because there’s always the opportunity to be journalistic, and your next entry might be, ‘Oh I went to Starbucks the other day and saw a man getting his head beaten in’…It’s a much more raw form of journalism, there’s no news agenda there other than ‘what I did’—it’s a quite subjective view—but again we have opinion pages in newspapers and no one says that’s not journalism. (Alden)
The difference of weblogging and the news is thus a matter of degree rather than of kind. He defines his own activity as both journalism and weblogging—‘I was a journalist before I was a blogger’, at times discussing the particular merits of the weblog, such as that it is less limited than print journalism by parochial British news agendas, and at times using phrases which blur those two identities, such as, ‘as we were blogging stuff from ‘Haaretz’’. As the ‘we’ in that last example indicates, he also blurs the distinction between himself and the rest of the GuardianUnlimited newsroom, emphasising that all the staff ‘muck in’ on different parts of the news site and that he is no different: ‘I help out elsewhere—I’m a journalist—I do news, I do background pieces for the website in other ways and I occasionally provide subbing cover.’

His self-presentation appears to aim at two slightly divergent goals. One is to integrate his role as a news weblogger with that of a reporter, bringing the weblog in from its initial status as marginal in the newsroom. ‘At the time I started it wasn’t considered to be part of the news site. It was a sort of thing on its own, perhaps a media thing.’ The second aim is to present the weblog as distinctive as a form of journalism, better at international coverage, although he hedges any criticism of the news organisation because of the former aim.
4.2. Constructing the audience
Frye’s second radical of presentation concerns each genre’s characteristic invocation of the audience. Later theorists of genre coming from a sociolinguistic perspective have developed this notion further to argue that competence in certain genres—as both speakers and hearers—characterises social groups and contributes to group cohesion (Swales 1990). Thus not only will webloggers’ orientation to certain forms of address indicate the genres they are orienting towards but also the communities and social spaces they are participating in.

When asked about their audiences, many of the respondents did not know who was reading their weblogs, beyond a small number who had emailed them, and they tended to be unclear about who they were addressing. There appeared to be an expectation that they should be participating in a ‘virtual community’ (Stone 1991) but a sense often that they were not. Filling this gap were often the audience conventions of news journalism, ways of thinking developed to talk about a relatively unknown audience as a mass and as passive. Other respondents were more confident of communities in which their weblogs achieved social goals. However, they also drew at times on conceptions of a public to make sense of the wide and unknown readership of which they were aware.

Respondent B, who wants his weblog to provide a space for dialogue on the Northern Ireland peace process, is aware of not belonging to any online community, and talks of his readers instead in terms close to news discourse. He is conscious of being somewhat eclipsed on others’ ‘blogrolls’​[6]​ by webloggers who might not write as well as he does, putting this down to his narrow focus on Northern Ireland and people’s reticence in entering into discussion on a topic they perceive as difficult. This sense of being on the outside of a community, repeated by three other respondents, echoes the Toronto weblogger Joe Clark’s comment about the difficulty of achieving status within weblogging: ‘there is no way to breach the velvet rope’ for most and become an ‘A-list blogger’ (2002: 64). Respondent B talks instead of writing ‘for everybody’. This category tends to come into focus through journalistic notions of newsworthiness, as when he was asked who read the weblog:
Believe it or not, I don’t know anything about the traffic. I’ve got intimations where they’re from and [word unclear] I write for everybody. You know, there’s a story I got last week through a family relative—it’s the kind of stuff you hear in bars that you don’t hear when you’re outside—and basically it was this guy went into a bar and shot this other bloke six times and he shot his own dick off, basically. Well, I thought long and hard about that. It’s a good story and I’ll probably get some coverage on it, but I also thought, ‘When this bloke reads this or his mate reads this, if it gets back to him, am I…’ So I wrapped it up in this thing about comedy and tragedy, trying to finely balance this thing. And it’s really important that I can go, ‘Listen mate, it happens. You know it’s a terrible thing, you’re not the only one, but it’s just part of the rich tapestry.’ I’m also aware that the narrative is getting heavy and turgid and stodgy if you’re just talking about policy and politics. (B)
Journalistic language of a ‘story’ and ‘some coverage’ seems to organise his sense of how he communicates with a readership. Notions of audience interest common in newsrooms are also central to his sense of the value of the vignette, such as that a good story is an original scoop that is followed up elsewhere, that the publication must be balanced, that the story should be wrapped up with popular culture narratives of comedy and tragedy and that politics is perceived as turgid. As reporters are taught, he perceives himself accountable for his writing to a wide and unknown audience that must be appealed to, including the notion (perhaps a little surprisingly in the context of such a web site) that this audience is not necessarily interested in the public issues canvassed. Unlike Alden, who is for institutional reasons strongly aware of his audience in terms of numbers, he is under no external pressure to gain a large audience, but he makes sense of his readership at times in not dissimilar terms.

News discourse provides a set of terms to talk about the audience, ready to be drawn upon by webloggers seeking to participate in public debate. This is particularly useful given the collision of private voice and public purpose here. Respondent F, a practising journalist, writes of his audience as  ‘the world—anyone who might be interested in what I am thinking about these days’. He regards a more personally disclosive strategy as more likely to have increased his popularity among webloggers but as coming with too high a personal cost:
I would have liked to be more open about my personal life on my weblog as many people seem to be, and I understand that it would probably increase its popularity, but I had a situation years ago when my ‘personal’ web pages were too open and were read by people who weren't their intended audience. I think most website and weblog authors tend to assume that their weblog is being read essentially by their friends or at least people like them. It comes as a nasty shock to realise that anyone you have met and given the URL to or who searches for your name could be reading what you have written and judging you thereby. (F)
Thus, like respondent B, he turns to a broadcast conception of his readership as people interested in the topics he raises rather than a dialogic or interpersonal one.

The difficulty of negotiating the ill-defined audience for weblogs is dealt with by other respondents by conceiving of concentric rings of different audiences or of different layers of interaction. Respondent A writes most consciously for a small group—many of them other webloggers—with whom he corresponds by email or through comment boxes on his and their weblogs:
There’s a group of other bloggers and one or two other people who are academics who read me and those are the people I have in mind. I always think, ‘What are they going to think about this,’ so probably I have six, seven, eight people in mind, although quite a lot more people read me. (A)
He values quite highly the ‘congenial relations’ and the broadening of his horizons which this close group gives him, and says he is motivated to keep writing by this. Beyond that group, however, he sees himself as part of a wider ‘conversation’, which includes less known or knowable people, whose responses to his writing sometimes surprise him. Beyond that again he talks of the philosophical ideas he discusses reaching an ‘audience that that kind of stuff doesn’t normally reach’ and of participation in weblogs’ contribution to ‘public debate’. In this language of ‘relations’, ‘conversation’, ‘audience’ and ‘public debate’, we can detect his awareness of widening rings of communicative context. While he values the personal dimension, he consciously inhabits a wider interactive space, which abuts the public. Respondent E shows a similar awareness of multiple levels of audience, writing that her weblogging is similar to her science fiction fanzine writing in helping to establish an in-group feeling, but also that she writes ‘for people who, like me, don’t think this information and these perceptions are given enough exposure in mainstream media’.

Writing for ‘people like me’, broadcasting to a largely unknown group and participating in public debate were common descriptions by the respondents of their writing. These are audience constructions common in news discourse (Gans, 1980). At the same time, they wrote also for themselves, or for the very small known audience with whom they exchanged emails. Their orientation to genre, and thus their participation in social spaces through writing, were therefore often fluid. In particular, the sense of audience was not strongly shaped by a sense of participating in a ‘blogger community’, to whom the blogging would make sense and to whom it would be addressed . In genre theory terms, then, news blogging is a relatively weak genre, because it lacks such sociorhetorical parameters. In that context, news conventions such as the scoop and writing for a broad group whose interest in the writing cannot be taken for granted, are useful tools to make this public communication possible.
5. Conclusion: Traversing genres
George Packer complains in a commentary on the role of weblogs in the 2004 US presidential election campaign that the form has many limitations. ‘Blogs…are atomized, fragmentary, and of the instant. They lack the continuity, reach, and depth to turn an election into a story’ (Packer 2004). They ‘remain private, written in the language and tone of knowingness, insider shorthand, instant mastery. Read them enough and any subject will go dead’ (ibid.). This is a complaint that weblogs are not journalism, not the sustained, balanced, public analysis which campaign trail reporting requires (leaving aside for a moment how far institutional news practice meets these criteria). As we have seen, however, such a view misses the complexity of the position of the weblogger on public affairs. I would, following Lemke (2003), characterise the weblogs of the writers discussed above instead as ‘traversals’ of political and cultural spaces. When we investigate their writers’ orientation to the news, it is evident that they find it difficult to claim the role of the journalist, because of the dominant position of news reporters in public discourse: they risk finding themselves socially positioned close to ranting letter-writers. Yet they orient towards news practice, as a set of solutions to writing problems or as a foil for their self-presentation as a radical, previously muted form of public debate. In doing all this, they also construct a relation of difference, a space for them to try to achieve their own disparate aims. They are not, then, simply journalists, but pamphleteers, students of the social, hobbyists, alternative journalists, keepers of annotated databases, experimenters and commentators. In different ways, they find complex and shifting identity positions, traversing the space of the social with the generically heterogeneous form of the weblog.

Some have described weblogging practice as a blurring of boundaries between reporter and reader, expert and citizen, public and private. The technology journalist and weblogger Dan Gillmor envisages the public participating in journalism through their own weblogs and through their interaction with journalists’ weblogs:
We think of journalism in terms of this late 20th Century model of mass media, where gatekeepers gather news from sources and send it out to readers. Something’s going on that's amazing right now, and it’s the process of people getting involved in the creation of information that is valuable and often accurate…There’s this blurring of lines and I don’t know where it’s going to come out, but I do know that something major is going on that is bringing journalism from the top down and the bottom up. (interviewed in Lasica 2002) 
Whether the institutions of journalism are showing signs of being reconfigured by this potential for alternative modes of information exchange is moot, but the group of largely British webloggers interviewed here show few signs of participating in that vision. Rather than ‘blurring the lines’, the phenomenological approach drawn upon here describes the writers as strategically positioning themselves in different ways around and against that dominant public genre. Only for Alden, who already has the status of journalist, is news weblogging a blurring of the identities of journalist and weblogger. When seen through a theoretical lens emphasising agency in drawing upon social resources, weblogging involves considerable social work in establishing and clarifying boundaries between the use made of the form and news journalism, perhaps precisely because of the closeness of the two and the popular discourse conflating them. We might argue that the genre has not yet settled down, so that its boundaries and relations with other genres are still being established. However, this paper proposes that we might instead regard the tensions and negotiations discussed above as social phenomena in themselves, worthy of theorisation. As respondent D’s explicit desire to explore liminal spaces and respondent A’s successful negotiation of multiple layers of relations suggest, webloggers are perhaps attracted partly by the lack of definition of the form.

Lemke talks of similar activity in discursive terms as ‘traversals’, the catenation of ‘elements of different genres or institutionally typical text-forms and discourses’ by individuals in their everyday activity, a practice that makes meaning not by hybridizing such genres, ‘but by parasitizing them as elements along the path of the traversal’ (Lemke 2003). Lemke argues that we live under a consumer capitalist hegemony which has colonised most aspects of culture. The institutions of consumerism and scientific knowledge in particular intrude ever more into our leisure and relationships (see also Cameron 2000), instrumentalising our relationships and producing spaces of identity through consumption and conformity. The space for personal creativity is reduced:
As those spaces become less and less available to us, and afford us less and less opportunity, we have begun to turn to another possibility: to make our meanings across rather than between institutional spaces. Instead of seeking out the cracks, the not-yet-colonized spaces of everyday life, we can seek to make traversal meanings by appropriating elements from multiple institutional spaces and catenating them together along a unique traversal that affords us a very large space of potential new meanings to be made. (Lemke 2003)
Lemke provides a way of discussing the attractiveness of weblogs to those outside institutions who seek to participate in public debate online. The weblog’s value as a response to the distribution of power in contemporary society is that it opens up liminal spaces for the interplay of multiple forms of text.

We might characterise such practice in pessimistic terms, as de Certeau’s notions of tactical resistance does. Unlike the strategies of those who possess power, tactics are the muted response of those without significant power, who resist by—often silently—reinterpreting the other. ‘[T]hey are not a frontal assault on an external power, but makeshift, temporary infiltrations from the inside through actions of thefts, hijacks, tricks and pranks’ (Richardson 2002). The news weblog emerges as a weak genre, reflecting the lack of power of self-definition of its speakers (Threadgold and Kress 1988) and therefore also reflecting the continuing power of news journalism as the dominant space of public debate. They flatter the news by clustering around it to achieve their disparate aims. To return to the critical enthusiasm for weblogging discussed earlier, we find the news establishment undiminished in its power.

However, if we emphasise the search for genres a little less and emphasise the active self-definition of the interviewees a little more, we might describe the webloggers discussed here as successful citizens of the network society. For Manuel Castells, successful network actors are those who can navigate the informational richness of western society, making connections, creating new meanings, new social networks and new profit (Castells 1999: 402). Castells’ informational worker gains power by her or his flexibility in relation to institutions and social practices, sitting on the edges of institutions and connected by informational networks across time and space. In cultural terms, the making of meaning takes place less within established institutions such as the news industry than around the individual. News bloggers, at the edge of genres and not firmly positioned within communities but embedded in networks of individuals, would surely have surfaced as examples in Castells’ major studies had they emerged in the 1990s. In this view, the form contributes to the steady weakening of twentieth-century news skills that divided news and entertainment, newsgathering and production, the public interest and selling a product (Bromley, 1997).
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(email version—face-to-face interviews received a spoken version of the preamble)
 
This research is interested in participants' experience and understanding of weblogs in relation to journalism. Please use the following questions as a guide. Since they're being sent to a range of weblog writers, you may find some questions are more relevant than others, so feel free to say more about some areas than others, to rewrite the questions if that makes more sense and to add comments outside these questions.






a a)	What experiences of writing the weblog stand out for you?
a b)	Can you give some details such as how long you’ve been writing it, how much you write, whether anyone else contributes to it?
a c)	What motivated you to start, and what motivates you now?
a d)	How has the weblog changed, in style or content, over time?
a e)	Has ‘blogging’ changed the ways or extent that you relate to public events and issues?
2)	Ideas of weblog as journalism:
b a)	Does it make sense to you to call a weblog a form of journalism?
b b)	How do the personal, less formal aspects of the weblog relate to an idea of it as journalism?
b c)	Is the weblog in the ‘truth business’ in the same way as mainstream journalists seek to be?
3)	Relationship to mainstream journalism:
c a)	How would you describe the relationship of news or political weblogs, including the one you contribute to, to mainstream journalism? Do they tend to be, for example, in opposition to traditional forms of news or public debate, or a supplement to them, or doing something quite different?
c b)	Do you feel weblogs do certain things better than mainstream journalism, particularly online journalism?
c c)	What kind of contact have you had with mainstream journalists in keeping your weblog, and what do you feel their attitude and response have been?
4)	Relationship to other ‘bloggers’:
d a)	What kind and level of contact do you have with other weblog writers?
d b)	Do you feel part of a group or community of ‘bloggers’?
5)	Relationship to readers:
e a)	Who do you write for? Do you feel you have a personal relationship with them?






fix footnotes on how many blogs
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^1	 Endnotes One estimate based on an internet search ‘robot’ gives 940,000 weblogs around the end of July 2003, of which 65 per cent are classed as active (NITLE Blog Census 2003), while another arrives at 2.4 to 2.9 million, based on statistics from weblog hosting companies (Blogcount 2003). Web analysts Jupiter Research estimate that 2 per cent of the ‘online community’ keep weblogs (Greenspan 2003).
^2	  Around half of the 12429 weblogs listed on one major indexer of weblogs, portal.eatonweb.com, were catalogued as dealing with public affairs, with 1825 described as commentary, 358 as debate, 693 media, 1088 news, 766 news/entertainment, 1050 politics, 838 politics/law/government and 377 war, making a total of 6995 (accessed July 8, 2003).
^3	  The lists examined were at:GuardianUnlimited’s ‘Blogs We Like’ (http://www.guardian.co.uk/weblog/special/0,10627,752813,00.html)CyberJournalist (http://www.cyberjournalist.net/cyberjournalists.html)Eatonweb Portal (http://portal.eatonweb.com)
^4	  Indeed it could also be argued that email interviews were closer to the communicative interaction being studied and thus less a construct of the interview context than of the context being studied (Cameron 2001: 20).
^5	  GuardianUnlimited is the most popular newspaper website among those audited by the Audited Bureau of Circulations, with 4.8 million unique users per month in June 2002 (ABC Electronic, 2002).
^6	  A blogroll is a weblogger’s list of other weblogs, constructed often in the hope of being featured in turn on their blogrolls and thus becoming more prominent in that network.

